Although there is a consensus about time variation in market betas, it is not clear how this variation should be captured. Several researchers continue to analyze different versions of the conditional CAPM. However, Ghysels (1998) shows that these conditional CAPM models fail to capture the dynamics of beta risk. In this study, we introduce a new model, threshold CAPM, which outperforms both the conditional and unconditional CAPMs by generating smaller pricing errors. We also show that the beta risk changes through time with the changes in the economic environment and the dynamics of time variation of beta differ across industries. These findings have important implications for asset allocation, portfolio selection, and hedging decisions.
Introduction
The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) of Sharpe (1964) , Lintner (1965) , and Black (1972) has constituted one of the cornerstones of modern finance theory for the last four decades. The CAPM posits a simple and stable linear relationship between an asset's systematic risk and its expected return. However, recent studies, notably Banz (1981) , Basu (1983) , Bhandari (1988) , and Fama and French (1992) , have found weak or no statistical evidence in support of this simple relationship. Stimulated by these findings, a number of researchers have sought to find alternative explanations for the risk and return trade off. One line of attack has been that of French (1993, 1995) who concluded that fundamental variables, namely Book-to-Market equity ratio and Market Equity, found to explain the variation in returns must be proxies for some unidentified risk factors. Another line has been advocated by Ferson (1989) , Ferson and Harvey (1991, 1993) , Ferson and Korajczyk (1995) , and Jaganathan and Wang (1996) , who argue that beta and market risk premium vary over time, therefore, static CAPM should be improved by incorporating time variation in beta in the model.
Although there is now considerable empirical evidence on time variation in betas, it is not clear how this variation should be captured. Many researchers 1 model the variation in betas using continuous approximation and the theoretical framework of the conditional CAPM. However, Ghysels (1998) shows that this approximation fails to capture the dynamics of beta risk. He argues that betas change through time very slowly and linear factor models like the conditional CAPM may have a tendency to overstate the time variation. Thus, they produce time variation in beta that is highly volatile, leading to large pricing errors. He concludes that it is better to use the static CAPM in pricing, as we do not have a proper model that captures time variation in betas correctly.
Empirically documented large pricing errors could be due to the linear approach used in the above models. Treating a non-linear relationship as a linear one can lead to serious prediction problems in estimation. Thus, we first test for the existence of significant evidence of non-linearity in the time series relationship of industry returns with market returns using sup-LM test of Hansen (1996) . Our findings exhibit that there exists statistically significant non-linearity in this relationship with respect to real interest rates. Bansal and Viswanathan (1993) also documents a similar non-linearity of returns with respect to market risk and interest rates. Nevertheless, there are very few non-linear asset-pricing models in the finance literature, as they are cumbersome to analyze and interpret. In this paper we take a nonlinear approach to estimate betas over time, as we believe that acknowledging the non-linearity is an important step towards capturing the dynamics of beta. Along these lines we benefit from Hansen's (2000) threshold regression framework. The threshold regression theory has gained a lot of momentum recently, for some of the selected studies in this literature see Hansen (2000) , Caner and Hansen (2001) , Gonzalo and Pitarakis (2001) , Gonzales (1998), Chan (1993) and Chan and Tsay (1998) .
In this study, we propose a new version of conditional CAPM: threshold CAPM. The threshold CAPM is a simple and intuitive nonlinear model. It captures the slow variation in betas and allows betas to respond to the movements of the business cycle. We model the market risk as a function of an underlying economic variable which we call threshold variable. The model allows beta to change when the threshold variable hits a certain threshold level thus it allows for two different beta regimes over the business cycle.
2 In order to capture slowly changing nature of market risk 3 threshold CAPM treats beta to be constant for certain ranges of the threshold variable. We think that, this way of modeling the dynamics of beta is a good approximation for a slowly changing continuous beta. To verify this point, we perform a forecasting exercise same as in Ghysels (1998) and compared pricing errors of threshold CAPM with unconditional CAPM, conditional CAPM, and conditional APT. Threshold CAPM generates much smaller pricing errors.
In this paper we also statistically test the existence of time variation in market risk due to the threshold variable. Our findings document that there exist shifts in the betas associated with the threshold variables. Then we estimate the value of an economic variable that indicates a change in the economic conditions along with the corresponding values of betas. Our framework enables us not only to estimate different risk characteristics for various industries during different economic conditions but also estimate the level of an economic variable that causes the regime change.
The outline of the paper is as follows; section 2 introduces the methodology; section 3 explains our data set and empirical results. Section 4 concludes the paper.
Methodology

Threshold CAPM
We begin with a very basic version of the conditional CAPM:
where β t is the parameterised time varying beta, rm t+1 represents the excess return from t to t+1 on the market portfolio, r t+1 is the excess return on any asset or portfolio of assets, and Z t is a set of instruments.
We use a similar specification of conditional CAPM suggested by Ferson and Harvey (1999) , and we model time varying beta as
where 1 {} is the indicator function and λ is the threshold parameter. When we combine (2.1)-(2.2) we have the following threshold CAPM equation:
where e is the error term. We call Z t threshold variable. Market return and error terms are uncorrelated over time. This kind of modeling will help us in using the threshold regression methodology of Hansen (2000) . The economic intuition behind such a specification is as follows: first as documented and argued by Granger and Silvapulle (2002) , Woodward and Anderson (2002) and Ferson and Harvey (1999) the betas may switch with the changing market conditions. One of the important aspects of this behavior is explained by Jagannathan and Wang (1996) . Betas and expected returns vary over time depending on the information about firm specific issues and overall economic conditions at any given point in time. As Jagannathan and Wang (1996) argue, time variation in beta may come from two different sources. During high interest rate periods highly leveraged firms are more likely to face financial problems so their betas are more likely to rise. At the same time, the decrease in the uncertainty about the growth prospects of firms can cause their betas to decrease. It is not immediately clear which cause will dominate. Hence betas might be higher or lower during high interest rate periods. It is also reasonable to expect fluctuations in the betas of different sectors in the economy due to sudden changes in technology or taste. In addition, some industries may be more capital intensive than others, which makes them more sensitive to interest rates. Hence we do not expect betas of different sectors to respond to the changing economic conditions in the same way. In estimation part in Figure 1 we show with a graph that betas change, some of these changes correspond to business cycles. So we select in the data section threshold variables as proxies of the conditions of the economy. These variables are used to predict cycles and economic conditions and used in various studies such as Ferson (1989) , Keim and Stambaugh (1986) , Fama and Schwert (1977) , Ghysels (1998) .
Econometric Model
The observed sample is {r t , rm t , Z t }, t=1,….,T. The random variables r t , rm t , and Z t are real valued. The threshold variable Z t is assumed to have a continuous distribution. Threshold regression has the same format as in equation (2.3). We can rewrite equation (2.3) in the following form, ) (
The results can be generalized to the case where only a sub set of parameters switch between the regimes and to the case where some regressors only enter in one of the two regimes. Also, λ takes values in a bounded subset of the real line: Γ.
Testing for a Threshold
We use the heteroskedasticity consistent Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test for a threshold as in Hansen (1996) . We test for the null of no threshold against a threshold: H 0 : δ = 0 against H 1 : δ ≠ 0 . For all λ ∈ Γ we have the following LM statistics.
. is obtained from the restricted least squares. Details can be seen in Hansen (1996) .
Estimation
In this section, we estimate the unknown threshold parameter λ, however we slightly change the model to have T 1,......, t ) (
where δ T is the "threshold effect". We let δ T → 0 as T → ∞ (See Hansen (2000) sections 1 and 5 for details) in order to have a nuisance parameter free asymptotic distribution. However, confidence intervals for λ can be built even when the threshold effect does not decrease with the sample size. We can rewrite (2.5) in a matrix form where X and X λ are T × 2 matrices and R is a Tx1 vector.
We use LS estimation as in Hansen (2000, section 2):
where S T is the sum of squared errors. To estimate slope parameters and the threshold parameter, we observe that first given λ, equation (2.5) is linear in θ and δ T . We can have the conditional LS estimates ) ( and )
The estimate of threshold parameter λ can be uniquely defined as
= λ argmin S T (λ)
where λ is minimised over the set Γ T = Γ ∩ {Z 1 ,……,Z T }. So λ can be derived by less than T function evaluations. Then slope estimates can be computed by plugging in λ into ) ( λ θ and ) ( λ δ , namely ) ( λ θ , and ) ( λ δ . The asymptotic distribution for the threshold estimate λ follows from theorem 1 of Hansen (2000) .
Empirical Results
The data used in this study is the same data used in Ferson and Korajczk (1995) and Ghysels (1998) . It covers monthly data from January 1927 to January 1988 on twelve industry portfolios of NYSE firms grouped by 2-digit SIC industry code. Names of these industries are reported in Table 1 . For economic variables, we use one month real t-bill rate, dividend yield of the CRSP value-weighted NYSE stock index, detrended stock price level, measure of the slope of the term structure and quality related yield spread in the corporate bond market. Details of the data are in Ferson and Korajczyk (1995) . The reasons for choosing such threshold variables are explained in section 2.1.
Testing
The first test explores the question of whether there are statistically significant discrete regime shifts in betas due to certain instrumental variables that are empirical proxies for changing economic environment. Table 2 reports the bootstrap p-values for the sup LM test used in Hansen (1996) , which depict the likelihood of no regime shift. These values are reported for industry portfolios (January 1927 -January 1988 . As can be seen in Table 2 , all of the twelve industry portfolios exhibit time variation in betas due to real interest rates at one percent significance level. We also observe similar findings for maturity spread; eight out of twelve industry portfolios exhibit time variation in betas at ten percent or below significance levels. However, for the other financial variables the evidence is mixed. The econometric theory that underlies the threshold CAPM requires only one threshold variable. Therefore we concentrate only on one variable. For this purpose, we choose the variable that produces the lowest p-value across all industries. As it can be seen in Table 2 , the threshold variable is real Tbill rate. Intuitively, real T-bill rate signals a regime shift in the strongest manner. Similar descriptive findings are documented in the literature by other studies such as, Ferson (1989) , and Jaganathan and Wang (1996) .
As reported by Ghysels (1998) , betas change through time very slowly. The conditional CAPM models may have a tendency to overstate the time variation. Therefore, they produce time variation in beta that is highly volatile and changing too rapidly. This is also confirmed with the evidence reported in Braun, Nelson and Sunier (1995) , where they used bivariate EGARCH model to estimate conditional betas and found weak evidence of time variation in conditional betas. This explanation is also consistent with our findings. If a couple of significant changes exist in betas and the rest of the time they are more or less stable, continuous approximations of the CAPM will produce highly volatile beta estimates.
Estimation
In Table 3 , we report betas and the threshold estimate of an inflation adjusted one-month T-bill rate. Columns two and three show the values for betas in two regimes. Column four is the threshold estimates for one-month real T-bill rate, and column five is the average betas estimated from the unconditional CAPM. As can be seen in Table 3 , there are considerable shifts in the betas at different regimes in all twelve industries. For example, the Services Industry (Industry 11) possess a less risky nature with a beta value of 0.83 when the real interest rate is below %3.5; it becomes a riskier industry with a beta value of 1.32 when the real interest rate is above the estimated threshold level of %3.5. However, if one ignores the time variation in beta and estimates the constant beta using unconditional CAPM at 0.95, it is possible to make serious pricing errors. On the other hand, the Utilities Industry (Industry 9) depicts little time variation in betas under two regimes where the magnitude of the pricing error will be low.
In Table 3 , we also observe that the shifts of the regimes in each industry are at different real interest rate levels that indicate that each industry responds to the fluctuations in interest rates differently. We notice that in ten out of twelve industries the threshold betas are higher in the high interest rate regimes than they are in low interest rate regimes. In only two industries we observe the opposite.
As mentioned earlier, our findings show that in most of the industries betas increase with increasing interest rates. Therefore because of the nature of the firms within those industries leverage effect dominates. Only in two industry groups the other effect dominates and the betas decrease with increasing interest rates. In order to be able to understand these complex dynamics within each industry and firm, one would need a detailed analysis of the operating and financial positions of these firms within each industry, but it is far beyond the scope of the present paper.
One may be tempted to explore the possibility of more regime shifts using the same methodology and partitioning the data into two groups according to the level of the threshold estimate. More specifically it is possible to collect those observations below the threshold estimate in one group, and those above the threshold estimate in another group, and then test for the existence of further regime shifts in these sub groups. However, the econometric theory of partitioning data in the applications of threshold models has not been established yet and smaller number of observations in sub periods may yield unreliable beta estimates.
In Figure 1 we track the variation in betas in industry 10 (textiles and trade) across time, these movements move up or down with some of the business cycle dates i.e. NBER business cycles at 1926-1930, 1958-1961 and 1970-1973 . This also helps us why we should use the threshold variables related to business cycle conditions.
Forecasting
In order to find the economic value of our findings to pricing, we calculate the pricing errors of threshold CAPM as described by equation (2.4) and compare them with the pricing errors of the unconditional CAPM, conditional CAPM and conditional APT reported in Gyhsels (1998) . Note that the comparison of pricing errors does not include non-linear APT of Bansal and Viswanathan (1993) . Prediction through non-linear APT requires a lot of additional assumptions thus; generating predictions of returns for forecasting purposes are nontrivial 4 . The following moment conditions specify the unconditional CAPM in Ghysels (1998) Where γm is obtained from the following equation
The conditional CAPM models of Ferson and Harvey (1993) in Ghysels (1998) are specified by the following moment conditions where β t = Z t β c and γ is defined as Multifactor conditional APT model of Ferson and Korajczyk (1995) in Ghysels (1998) is defined by the following moment conditions where F t is a K x 1 vector of factor mimicking portfolios, β I is a K x 1 vector of the betas for asset i, and Z t is a (L + 1) vector of instruments. Table 5 . The threshold CAPM produces much smaller pricing errors for all industries, thus outperforms the unconditional CAPM, conditional CAPMs, and multifactor conditional APT. In the case of Industry 4, the decrease in pricing errors goes up to 50%.
There is now a consensus on time variation in market risk. The conditional CAPM is an attempt to capture this variation. However Ghysels (1998) shows that the conditional CAPM is unable to specify time variation accurately thus leads to higher pricing errors compared to the unconditional CAPM. In view of these findings, we believe that it is crucial to understand the dynamic of time variation in market risk and incorporate this dynamic in the pricing model. Our findings establish that the market risk is more or less stable under similar economic conditions but there are discrete shifts triggered by significant changes in the economic environment. Threshold CAPM is able to incorporate this time variation better than conditional CAPM. As a result, it leads to much lower pricing errors.
Conclusion
Many researchers agree that the CAPM is unable to explain the variation in expected stock returns. Stimulated by this inference, academicians have sought to find alternative solutions to the problem. One line of research has focused on improving the empirical application of the model by allowing time variation in beta using the conditional CAPM. However, Ghysels (1998) show that conditional CAPM is an inadequate solution for the problem as it produces higher pricing errors.
In this paper we show that changes that occur through time in the risk factor, beta, are associated with changes in the economic environment; the dynamic of time variation of beta differs across industries and; threshold CAPM outperforms both conditional and unconditional CAPMs since it produces much lower pricing errors. Therefore, both the constant and the other time varying betas lead to serious errors in asset allocation, portfolio choice, and hedging.
For the future research, we plan to form a multifactor version of threshold CAPM. Another interesting line of research is to use a panel threshold model to capture the cross section of expected stock returns. However, the econometric theory of the panel threshold models is very limited at this point.
Table 1 Industry Names
The names of the industries are reported here. The study covers monthly data from January 1927 to January 1988 on twelve industry portfolios of NYSE firms grouped by 2-digit SIC industry code. The data used in this study is the same data used in Ferson and Korajczk (1995) and Ghysels (1998 Hansen (1996) are reported here. They show the probability of time variation in betas due to threshold variables. Threshold variables are one month real t-bill rate, dividend yield of the CRSP value-weighted NYSE stock index, detrended stock price level (market portfolio), measure of the slope of the term structure (maturity spread) and quality related yield spread in the corporate bond market (risk spread). Data covers monthly observations from January 1927 to January 1988 on twelve industry portfolios of NYSE firms grouped by 2-digit SIC industry code. It is the same data used in Ferson and Korajczk (1995) and Ghysels (1998) . Statistical significance at 10 percent appear in the table with *, at 5 percent with **, and at 1 percent with ***. Column one and two are the values for betas estimated with threshold CAPM in two regimes, column three is the threshold estimates for one-month real t-bill rate; column four is the average beta from the unconditional CAPM. Table reports betas and the threshold estimates with respect to the inflation adjusted one-month t-bill rate. Data covers monthly observations from January 1927 to January 1988 on twelve industry portfolios of NYSE firms grouped by 2-digit SIC industry code. It is the same data used in Ferson and Korajczk (1995) and Ghysels (1998 Columns two and three report the values of confidence interval for betas estimated from the threshold CAPM in two regimes, column four reports the values of confidence interval for threshold estimate of T-bill rate, and column five reports the values of confidence interval for the average beta estimated from unconditional CAPM. Data covers monthly observations from January 1927 to January 1988 on twelve industry portfolios of NYSE firms grouped by 2-digit SIC industry code. It is the same data used in Ferson and Korajczk (1995) and Ghysels (1998 
